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Linear transition ripple migration and wave orbital

velocity skewness: Observations
Anna M. CrawfordI and Alex E. Hay
Dalhousie University, Department of Oceanography, Halifax, Nova Scotia, Canada

Abstract. Field observationswere made in 3-4 m water depth of linear transition
ripple geometry and migration using a high-resolution laser-video bed profiling
system and acousticscanningsensorsduring both the growth and decay phasesof
an autumn storm event. Linear transition ripples are long-crested, low-steepness
bedforms of the anorbital ripple type and were observedto occur here at relatively
high wave energiesjust below the fiatbed threshold, with wavelengthsof 8.5 4- 0.5
cm and heights of 0.3 + 0.1 cm. The maximum observedmigration rate was 0.7

cm/min. Migration was offshoreduring storm growth and onshoreduring storm

decay.The observed
ripplemigrationvelocitieswerehighlycorrelated(r2 > 0.7)
with nearbed wave orbital velocity skewhessin both cross--shore
directions. During
storm growth the incident wave spectrum was bimodal and the orbital velocity
skewhesswas negative. During storm decay the xvavespectrum was unimodal
and the velocity skewhesswas positive. Bispectral analysis shows that the main
contribution to negative velocity ske•vnessduring storm growth was due to a
differenceinteraction betweenthe two principal (seaand swell) componentsof the
bimodal velocity spectrum. Positive skewhessduring storm decay was due to selfself interaction of the narrowband residual swell. The negative velocity skewhess
observedduring storm growth is consistent with prediction by a two-frequency
second-order wave theory.

1. Introduction

used bedload transport models based either on ener-

An understandingof cross-shoresediment transport
is central to prediction of many aspectsof morphological
evolution in the nearshore zone. Generally accepted
relationshipsbetween characteristicsof the fluid forcing
and the resulting net sediment transport are lacking,
however, especially for the irregular waves typical of

field conditions[Krausand Horikawa,1990].

getics argumentsor bottom stress[Meyer-Peter and
MSller, 1948;Ballard and Inn,an, 1981;Baghold,1963].
Though these approachesrepresenta large fraction of
the modelingeffort, velocityexponentsrangingbetween
3 and 7 canbe foundin the literature [Dyer andSoulsby,
1988; •'leath, 1995]. There are very few reported field
observationsof a direct link betweenhigher-order moments of the nearbed orbital velocity, including skew-

It has long been thought that wave orbital velocity
skewhessis fundamentally important to the direction ness, and local sediment transport rate.
Nonzero orbital velocity skewhess can result from
and magnitude of net sediment transport. This idea
nonlinear
interactionsamongthe frequencyconstituents
has physical basis in the differencebetween the duraof
the
wave
field. For monochromaticwaves,self-selfintion and magnitude of the maximum velocitiesduring
teraction
leads
to the developmentof the first harmonic,
the forward and reverseflow phasesunder skewedwaves
as
in
the
well-known
Stokesexpansion,and to positive
and the nonlinear dependenceof sediment transport on
velocity
skewhess.
If
a spectrum of waves is present,
fluid velocity. Net movement of sediment under oscilsum
and
difference
frequency
interactions are possible,
latory flow requiresa differencebetween the transport

during
theopposing
flowphases.
Thethirdmoment
of andtheresulting
velocity
skewhess
canbenegative.
Elthevelocity
(unnorma!ized
skewhess)
appears
inwidely#atandGuza
[1985a]
show
observations
ofnarrowand
•Now at: Defence Research Establishment Atlantic, Dartmouth, Nova Scotia, Canada
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broad-banded shoaling waves demonstratinga range
of nonlinear interactions contributing to evolution of
the skewhess
and asymmetryof wavespropagatinginto
shallowerwater. These resultswerepresentedas bispectra. The bispectrumhas been widely usedin the study
of nearshorewave dynamics[e.g., Doering and Bowen,
1995;Herbetset al., 1992;Norheim et al., 1998]sinceits
introductionin that contextby Hasselmanet al. [1963].
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In the past, observationsof the relationships between
the wave forcing and seabed responsehave been hampered by practical difficulties associatedwith the harsh
and variable

environment.

Recent

advances

in instru-

mentation are contributing to progressin this area. The
purpose of this paper is to present field observationsof
cross-shoreripple migration and nearbed velocitiesacquired using a suite of these new sensors.These observations show onshore and offshore migration of linear
transition ripples at velocities that correlate with the
skewnessof the orbital velocity.
Linear transition ripples are low-relief, twodimensionalbedforms which exist in relatively high en-

ergyflow,just belowthe fiatbedthreshold[Dinglerand
Inman, 1977]. These bedformsare of interest as they
occur under conditions when sediment transport rates
are likely to be large. As small-scale bedforms, they
respond quickly to changes in the forcing. In addition, the two-dimensional geometry ensuresthat complications to the overlying flow associatedwith threedimensionality of the bed are not present. Furthermore,
in the resultsto be presented,the occurrenceof this particular bedform type during both the growth and decay
phasesof a storm event provides an opportunity to investigate the directional responseof the bed to differencesin the higher-order momentsof the wave forcing,

at roughlythe samewave energy.
The observations
of linear transitionripple geometry
and migration velocity,determinedusing both acoustic and laser-video techniquesare presented. This is
followedby presentationof the orbital velocity measurements. Bispectral analysis is used to relate the
orbital velocityspectrato the observedvelocityskewness,which correlateswith the ripple migration velocity. Nearbedorbital velocityskewness
predictedby linear and second-ordertheoriesis alsocomparedwith the
observations.

........

Figure 2. Aerial photosof the experimentsite at
QueenslandBeach,Nova Scotia,lookingeastwardin
Figure2a and from abovein Figure 2b. Both showthe
pocketbeachcontainedbetweenheadlands.(Photos
courtesyof A. J. Bowen.)

2. Field Site and Instrumentation
In the autumnof 1995a joint field experimentwas
undertaken
at Queensland
Beach,NovaScotia,involving Dalhousie
Universityand MemorialUniversityof
Newfoundland.This was also the site of a previous
collaborative
fieldexperiment
in 1987[Vincentct al.,
1991]. Queensland
Beachis a pocketbeachbetween
rocky headlandsand is oriented almost normal to wave
energycomingin throughthe narrow mouth of St. Mar-

...:. .........
• .........

garetsBay, shownin Figure 1. Aerial photosoverlook-

ing the experimentsiteare shownin Figure2.
The beachprofile(average
of threesurveys)
nearthe
endof the 10daydeployment
is shownin Figure3. The
instrument frame was located 60 m offshoreof the mean

water line, at a meanwater depth of 3.2 m, with maximumand minimumdepthsof 4.1 and 2.4 m duringthe

44ø24'

'• i

experiment. The beachslopeat that location was .-02ø.
Samplesof the quartz sand collectedat the site had a

'

sievedmediandiameterD50of 174•um(withD16- 124
•umand D84 -- 321 •111).
The deploymentconfigurationis shownin side and
Figure 1. Map of the Nova Scotia coastline west of plan viewsin Figure 4. The instrumentswere mounted
Halifax showingthe location of the field site at the head on a 3 m section of antenna mast which was cantilevered
-64 ø

of St. Margarets Bay.

_64o48'

_64036'

offshore
froma frame(not shownin Figure4). The
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ticallyupward(to measureseasurfaceelevation)with
centimeterradialresolution[Hay andBowen,2001].A

2

laser-videobed profileimagingsystemgave0.75 m long
cross-shorebedformprofileswith millimeter resolution

[Crawfordand Hay, 1998]. Flow measurements
were
made with a dual-beam coherent Doppler profiling sys-

tem (CDP) [ZedelandHay, 1998;Hay et al., 1999].
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The acousticsystemsoperated on a half hour duty cycle (8 rain per cycle),with two CDP runs per half hour,

offshoredistance (m)

and the laser-video system recorded continuously dur-

Figure 3. Mean beachprofileat the time of deploy- ing nighttime hours, though there were power interrupment at QueenslandBeach,Nova Scotia,in the fall of tions resulting in a few short gaps in the data stream.
1995. The dashed line showsthe mean water level, and

The centers of the acoustic

and laser-video

bedform

the dotted lines showthe highestand lowesttides durprofiles were separated in the cross-shore direction by
ing the 10 day experiment.
,--3 m and in the longshoredirection by ,-20 cm. The
nearbed velocities were taken from the CDP profiles at a

frame was supportedby four pipesjetted into the bed, height of 20 cm abovethe bed, outsidethe wave bottom
spaced2 m in the longshoredirectionand 1.5 m cross- boundary layer. The vertically oriented CDP unit was
shore. The local bedform

field was monitored

located at the offshore end of the laser-video profiles

to a ra-

dius of 5 m usinga rotary sidescan(fanbeam)acous- (seeFigure 4), with an ,-20 cm alongshoreseparation.
tic system[Hay and Wilson,1994]. A rotary pencil- In followingdiscussion,the nearbed wave orbital velocbeam acousticsystem operated at a fixed slant angle ity refers to the demeaned CDP measured horizontal
100 below horizontal in the offshore direction and ver- velocity at this height.
3.

Autumn

Storm

Event

A summaryof the stormhistoryis givenin Figure 5.
The storm wavesgainedamplitude starting early in the
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Figure 4. (a) Side view and (b) plan view of the in-

Figure 5. Time evolutionof the storm eventon yearday 261 in 1995. (a) The period of the peak surface elevationspectraT½ (solid) and significantwave

strument array configuration. In Figure 4b, the laserilluminated line on the bed is shown by a dark gray

heightHz/• (dashed);(b)the dimensionless
shearstress
(grainroughness
Shields
parameter);
(c) therippletype

band, and the frame outline is dashed. The camera and
laser comprise the laser-video system. Beach coordinates are shown with x positive onshore and z positive
upward.

presentas observedfrom the fanbeamsonarimages:I,
irregular; X, cross;L, linear transition; F, fiatbed. The
two time periodsto be discussed
are shadedgray and
labelled intervals I and II.
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day,peakingin significantwaveheightat ---0800UT and Table 1.
Wave Breaking Observations
subsidingby 1800 UT. Figure 5a showsthe significant Upward-Looking Pencilbeam Sonar

From

waveheightH1/3 andpeakwaveperiodT½.Bothwere
Time

calculated from the surface elevation ( measured by the

h

T½ H1/3 Hb Ab Observed
%

upward-lookingpencilbeamsonar: the significantwave

Interval

I

heightis 4 timesthe standarddeviationof ( [Thornton
and Guza, 1983],and T½are the surfaceelevationspec-

0545

3.8

4.1

0.96

1.1

3

8

tra peak periods. Figure 5b showsthe dimensionless

0615

3.9

3.9

1.0

1.1

3

11

shearstress(grainroughness
Shieldsparameter),given

0645

3.8

7.3

1.0

1.4

4

13

23

by

Interval

02.5- (s-1)gD50
'

(1)

where

fw =exp

2'5D5ø]
ø'194
5.213
ao

- 5.977 ,

(2)

H

1015

3.4

8.9

0.97

1.2

5

1045

3.2

8.3

0.80

1.1

3

0

1115

3.1

7.7

0.84

1.2

4

0

1145
1215

3.1
3.0

8.9
8.9

0.73
0.66

1.1
1.0

2
2

0
0

1245

2.9

8.3

0.65

0.9

2

0

1315

2.9

8.3

0.59

0.8

1

1

Ds0 is the median grain diameter, ao - 2Urms/Wis
Time is listed as UT, h is water depth (m), and T½ is
the significantorbitalsemiexcursion,
0: = 2rr/Tpis the
waveradian frequency,Tp is the waveorbital velocity the peak period of the surfaceelevationspectra(s). Hb,
spectrumpeak period, s is the sedimentspecificgravity breakingwaveheight(m), wascalculatedfrom H•/3 (m),
(2.65 for quartz),and g is acceleration
dueto gravity. and Ab is the predictedpercentageof wavesbreaking.
Here fw is the wavefriction factor for turbulent oscillatory flowovera fiat bedof fixedgrains[Nielsen,1981].

TpandUrms
weredetermined
fromthe waveorbitalve- to beyond the instrument frame on yeardays 254, 264,
locity u measuredby the CDP at a height of 20 cm
abovethe bed. Figure 5c showsthe time history of the
ripple types that ,•,erepresentin the local area as observedfrom the half hourlyfanbeamsonarimages[Hay
½tal., 1999].The ripple typeshavebeencategorizedas
'T' for irregular,"X" for cross,"L" for lineartransition,
and "F" for flatbed.

265, and 268. The survey on yearday 261 was carried

out in the afternoon, after the storm had abated (Figure 5). The differencebetweenthis surveyand that on
yearday 259 showserosionof the beach face, with an •5
m retreat of the mean water line. Surveys on the following 3 days show a return to the original configuration
by yearday 264. Cusp features were present on yearday
259, eradicated on yearday 261, and reappeared over
the subsequent 2 days.
The percentage of waves breaking, determined from
bubble plumesin the 8 min upward-looking pencilbeam
records,is listed in Table i along with the water depth

During the growth of the storm, significant wave
height increased,accompaniedby a shift to longer
peak waveperiods,and evolutionof bedformtype from
irregular through cross and linear transition ripples
to flatbed when wave height was maximal. As the
stormsubsided,waveheightlessened,and bedformtype h, peak surfaceelevationspectralperiodT½,and signifevolvedthroughlinear transitionand crossripples,back icantwaveheightH1/3. For comparison,
the predicted
to irregularripples. The time seriesof ripple type shows percentageof wavesbreaking Ab was calculated using
that two forms of rippleswere often presentat the same
time and there was a lag in the progressionof ripple
type relative to the forcing, which has also been observedelsewhereby Hay and Wilson[1994].
The two time periods when linear transition ripples
were presentare shadedgray in Figure 5 and have been
labeled intervals I and II for convenient reference. Dur-

therelationship
A&= (Hrms/7h)
4 [Thornton
andGuza,

1983],where7 is 0.44andHrm
s -- H1/3/x/• [Thornton and Guza, 1989]. Also shownis the wave break-

ingheightH&,calculated
from0.56Ho(Lo/Ho)
ø'2,where
Lo= gT•/2rrandHoarethedeepwater
wavelength
and
significantwaveheight [Nielsen,1992].
To interpret the valuespresentedin Table 1, consider

ing both intervals, the Shields parameter was between
0.3 and 0.6. Interval I falls during the growth phaseof
the storm event in the period beforeflatbed, and interval II is during storm decayafter flatbed. Two instances
where linear transition ripples have been identified but

wave breaking height H& then the percentageof waves
observedto be breakingshouldbe •33%. The observed
percentageof wavesbreaking was always lessthan this

are not included in intervals I or II were while the waves

H6. During interval I, somewavebreakingwasobserved

that if thesignificant
waveheightH1/3 wasequalto the

value,consistent
with H1/3 beingconsistently
lessthan

were near peak height and near the end of the storm at (•10%). Analysisto be presentedin Section6 shows
low Shieldsparameter when the rippleswere considered that during interval I the wave spectra were bimodal
to be relict.
with short-period sea and longer-period swell peaks.
The beachfacewassurveyeddaily from yeardays254 In this case,significantwaveheight calculatedfrom surto 268, exceptyearday260, with longerprofilessurveyed faceelevationvarianceis ill defined. Somebreakingmay
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have been due to whitecappingrather than water depth
limitation. During interval II, with the exception of the
1015 UT run, no waves were breaking. The upwardlooking pencil beam record at 1015 UT containsa few
very large breaking events which injected bubbles deep
into the water column, persisting for many wave periods and making identification of subsequentbreaking
eventsuncertain. The predicted percentageAb doesnot
compare well with the observations,being low during
interval I and high during interval II. This is consistent with the similar poor comparison between Ab and
observed wave breaking reported by Lippmann ½t al.
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[1996]. The observedoverall low percentageof waves
breaking, however, shows that the measurement area
was outside the surf zone, so that wave breaking is not
a primary consideration in the results to be presented.
-20
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x (cm)

4. Linear Transition Ripple Geometry
In general, the progressionfrom an undisturbed, or
relict, bed to flatbed with increasing wave orbital diameter has been describedas proceedingfrom rolling
grain ripples just above the critical shear stressfor ini-

Figure 7. Oneand a half hourtime seriesof bedelevationprofilesobtainedusingthe laser-videosystem

duringintervalI, startingat 0500UT. Everyfifthprofile

from the time seriesshown in Plate 1 is plotted, offset

by 0.25cm each,with time progressing
towardthe top

tiation of sedimentmotion, through vortex ripples (or- and offshore to the left.
bital then artorbital)whichdecreasein steepness
quickly
as the secondcritical shear stress leading to flatbed is
approached. By virtue of their low steepness,transition
rippleshave sometimesbeen included in the categoryof
rolling grain ripples owing to the similar lack of lee vortex formation in both the small and large orbital diam-

callingthe bedformsassociated
with both low and high
sedimenttransport conditions"rollinggrain" ripplesis
avoidedhere by referring to the large orbital diameter
caseas "transition" ripples, following Dingler and In-

eter cases[Allen, 1979;Sleath,1976]. The ambiguityof man [1977]. In the past, they havealsobeencalled

post-vortexripples[Cliftonand Dingler, 1984]. Conley and lnrnan [1992]reportedtransitionripplesthat
were "ephemeral"in natureand wereobservedreform-

ingduringeachwavecycle( WilsonandHay [1995]iden-

-3.

tify "evanescent"
rippleswhichalsomatchthis descrip-

tion). The transitionripplesreportedhere persisted
through many wave cycles.

Figure6 showssamplesfrom two fanbeamsonarimagescollectedat 610 and 1110UT, duringintervalsI
and II, respectively.Eachis a plan viewof the bedform
8 -1.5

field in a 4 m x 2 m area. Linear transition ripples ap-

pearin bothimagesas•10 cmwavelength,long-crested
features. The upper image, from interval I, showslinear transitionripplescoexistingwith largercrossripples

,m

o

(seeFigure5). It is possibleto followa singleripple

o

crest across the entire 4 m extent of the lower image,
..g,• :-.;:.
.?-• :.;;
.......

-1.5

ß
: .• .•:•:....•.

..........................

-2

-1.5

....
.......•q

thoughbifurcationsare present.The orientationof the
transition ripple crestsis inclined at •15 ø from the y

.
.

' ...............

-1

-0.5

0

0.5

1

1.5

2

alongshoredistance (m)

axis of the instrument coordinate system. These exam-

ple imagesshowthat the ripple wavelengthand crest
length weresimilar during both the growth and decay
phasesof the storm.

The laser-video system gave millimeter resolution

Figure 6. Fanbeamscanningsonarimagescollected profilesof the bedformsalong a cross-shoreline near
(a) at 0ill0 UT duringintervalI, and(b) 1110UT dur- the centerof the fanbeamfield of view (the relative poingintervalII. Distanceis measured
alongthe bedfrom
the instrument with offshoretoward the top of the images.

sitionof the instrumentsis shownin Figure 4). Time of
day and visibility were conducivefor laser-video men-
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Plate 1. One and a half hour time seriesof bed elevationprofilesobtainedusingthe laser-video
systemduring interval I, starting at 0500 UT. The color scale denoteselevation, and offshoreis

towardthe top. The laser-videoorigin is located---25cm seawardof the fanbeamsonarorigin.
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suremerits
duringthe risingstageof the stormeventin
intervalI until sedimentin suspension
obscuredthe bed.
DuringintervalII, daylightoverwhelmed
the laserlight
reflectedfrom the bed despite the use of appropriate
filters.

E

Plate 1 and Figure7 showa time seriesof bed profiles
over a 90 rain period, 0500-0630 UT during interval I.

)<10

The resolution is ,-01 mm in both horizontal and verti-

cal dimensions
[CrawfordandHay, 1998].Eachprofile
(verticalline) in the imageis an averageof 40 profiles

2468

collectedat 2 Hz. The mean bed slopeof •2 ø has been

2468

2468

removed.Dropoutsin the laser-videodata (shownin

blue)are dueto the laserlight reflection
fromthe bed
beingobscuredby material in suspension.This happenedmorefrequentlyat the edgesof the laserbeam
patternwherethe light intensitywaslower.The laser-

20

videosystemwasmuchmoresensitiveto turbidity than
the acoustic sensors. At the end of this time series, the

light signalfrom the bed wasobscuredentirely.
The linear transition ripples shownin the profilesin
Plate i migratedoffshorethroughoutthe duration of
this series.These rippleswere not "ephemeral";in fact,
the bedformcominginto view at the beginningof the
2468
2468
2468
2468
seriespersistsfor the entire record,long enoughto mitime (min)
grate acrossthe entirefield of view. This is confirmed
Figure 9. Several8 rain samplesof slant pencilbeam
by the raw videofootage,whichshowsthe largestwaves acousticdata starting at (a--c) 0510, 0555, and 0625
driving sheetflow, whichfollowsthe low relief without UT duringthe growthphaseof the storm(intervalI)
planlug off the ripple crests.
and (d--g) 1125, 1155,1225and 1255UT towardthe
Detailed analysisof the geometryof these bedforms end of the decayof the storm (interval II). Offshoreis
is made possibleby the high spatial resolution of the towardthe top of the images.The 22 min gap between

runsmakesthe identification
of particular
laser-video bed profiles. Figure 8 shows the time evo- pencilbeam
ripple
crests
in
successive
images
uncertain.
lution of the ripple wavelength At, height qr, skewhess

0

•

!

!

'

St, and asymmetry A• through the 1.5 hours shown
in Plate 1. The center 40 cm of each averaged profile was interpolated onto a regularly spaced horizontal
axis (profiles containing dropouts in this region were

a

20

o

4'0
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80

not included). Wavelengthwas found from the spatial
lag correspondingto the first nonzero positive autocor-

relationpeak,and heightwasfoundfrom 2v/•2times

0.5

b

the root mean squarebed elevation(assumingthe bedforms are roughly sinusoidal). Ripple profile skewhess
and asymmetry (using the Hilbert transform method
[Elg. v a.d G•,z.. 1985a])werealso calculatedfrom the
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interpolated profiles. The time seriesof ripple statistics
were broken into 8 rain time segmentsand averaged.
The variations in ripple wavelength and height over
the 1.5 hour period were small, with a mean wavelength
of 8.5 cm and height of 3 ram, giving a mean steep-

ness •/A• of 0.04. These dimensionscompare well
with those of the transition ripples observed by Dinglev [1974, Tables 1 and B2] which had heights between 3 and 5 mm and wavelengths between 7 and
8 cm (steepnessbetween0.04 and 0.07) for smaller-

Figure 8. Ripplegeometry
over1.5hoursduringintervalI: (a) wavelength
,k•,(b) heightr]•,and(c) bed- diametersand (Ds0 of 130--170 pro). Nielsen [1981]
formprofileskewhess
$• (crosses)
andasymmetry
A•

(circles).
Eachpointrepresents
an8 rainaverage
and foundq•/X• = 0.342- 0.34•.s for field conditions,
errorbarsshowplusor minusonestandarddeviation. which for a Shields parameter of 0.4, predicts
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-- 0.07, higher than for these bedforms, though they
lie within the scatter of the observations upon which

Nielsen'sempirical relation was based [Nielsen, 1981,
Figure 6]. The orbital excursiondoubledduring the 1.5
hour time seriesfrom ,-•0.5 to ,-•1 m with little changein

o•03

ripple geometry. The ripple profile skewnessand asymmerry show that the ripples are somewhat peaked in

Orbta!ß S'uborbtat

profile (positive $•) and lean offshore(negativeA•),

....

though the calculated asymmetry of the bedforms is
sensitive to the bed slope, which has been removed.

Clifton [1976]reportedobservationsof ripple asymme-

tryasa function
of,/•tll/3--['/11+/31
-Itt•-/3l,thedifference of the averaged one-third largest velocities during
the forward and reverse flows, noting that asymmetric
ripples generally migrate and in the direction of the slip
faces. The low relief of these transition ripples suggests
that the steeper face was not, in fact, a slip face so that
the mode of migration would not have been by avalanching; however, they were asymmetric in the direction of
migration, nonetheless.
Independent measurements of bedforms were obtained using the pencilbeam sonar operating at. a fixed
slant angle, 10ø below horizontal and directed offshore.
Each image in Figure 9 is an 8 rain time seriesof acoustic intensity profiles. The acoustic backscatter from.
the ripple slopesfacing the instrument appears as dark
bands. The center of the acoustic beampattern inter-

sected the bed ,-•4.2 m along the bed from the instrument, (.r, //) - (-3.'2 m,-0.27 m)in fanbeam coordinates (Figure 6), or '2.9 m offshoreof the center of the
laser-video profiles. Range along the bed is calculated
from the instrument height above bottom, correcting
for the slant angle and assuminga planar bed with a 20
offshore slope. The raw acoustic data were often saturated in intensity over the center of the beampattern.

102
102

Anorbital
103

104

105

2ao/D
•

Figure 10. The position of the observedlinear transi-

tion ripplesin orbitaldiameter-ripplewavelength
space,
nondimensionalized
by mediangraindiameter,adapted
from Clifton and Di•gler [1984]. Symbolsindicateobservationsfrom intervalI (circles)and from intervalII
(triangles).

general,the ripplespersistfor muchlongerthan a wave
period timescale.

Theobserved
lackofdependence
ofripplewavelength
on wave orbital diameter and large orbital excursion--

to-ripplewavelength
ratio(5 to 10)aredefining
features
of anorbitalripples[CliftonandDingler,1984].Figure
10 showsa ripple-type classificationschemein terms

of ripplewavelength
and waveorbitaldiameter,nondimensionalized
by mediangraindiameter,adaptedfrom
Clifton and Dinglcr [1984]. The positionsof the observedlineartransitionripplesin this parameterspace
are shownby the symbols,usingthe averageripple
wavelengthof 8.5 cm, the significant.wave orbital diametercalculatedfromthe CDP orbitalvelocities,
and
The profiles shown are taken from. the offshore shoulder the mediangraindiameterof 174Fro. The largerorof the beampattern and have been high-passfiltered to bital diametercases
lie withinthe anorbitalripplearea
remove the long-wavelength intensity modulation due on the diagram, while the lower orbital diameter cases
to the beampattern itself.

The first,three imagesin Figure 9 were recordeddur-

fall in the suborbital
class.Wibcrg
andHarris[1994]

foundanorbitalripplewavelength
to dependon grain
ing the growth.phaseof the storm(intervalI), and the diameteras A•no= 535D50. They alsofoundanorbital
lastfourwererecordedduringstormdecay(intervalII). ripple heightto be looselydependenton waveorbital diIt can be seen that ripple migration was offshoredur- ameter,suchthat %no< 2ao/100. For a mediangrain

ing the growth of the storm, consistentwith the laser- diameter of 174 Fm and orbital diameter of 1 m these
video data, Plate 1, and onshoreduring interval II as criteriayield '•ano• 9 Cllland •/ano< I cm, consistent
the storm subsided.The averageripple wavelengthcal- with the presentripple observations.
culated from the pencilbeamsonar bed profiles,by the
same method as for the laser-video profiles, is 8.5 cm
in both intervalsI and II. The similarity of ripple wave- 5. Ripple Migration Velocities
length during the two time periodsis further confirmed
The bedformmigrationvelocitywasdeterminedfrom
by inspectionof the fanbeamsonarimages(Figure6). the laser-videoprofilesduring interval I and from the
The ripple profile is only occasionallyindistinct in the slant pencilbeam acoustic data over the duration of the
pencilbeamsonardata (gray verticalbands)whensus- storm. For both data sets,ripple displacementwas calpended material is of sufiScientconcentration to obscure culated by finding the lag of the peak correlationbethe bed. In the caseof Figure 9f, the ripples may have tween successive
30 sec mean bed profiles. The laserbeen erasedby the flow. Both the pencilbeamacoustic video migration velocity time serieswas broken into
and laser-video bed profilesindicate, however,that in 8 min segments
for averaging,to matchthe lengthof
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intervals I and II is better than 0.7, as shown in Figure
12. The regressionline has a small negative offset in migration velocity for zero skewhess.This negative offset

5

000 0000•:,

AND VELOCITY

ß

-5

is consistent

1•-10

;vith

the small offshore

mean nearbed

flow

velocityduring both intervals (seeFigure llc): that is,
the mean current, would drive offshoremigra;ion even

-15

for zero orbital velocity skewhess.This is discussedfi•rther in the Appendix.

0.5

Dinl½r and Intoart [1977]foundpositivecorrelation
betweentransition ripple migration rate and Longuet-

Higgi,s' [1957]nearbottomstreamingvelocity,u, =
5(aoO:)2/4c,
wherec isthewavephasespeed.Streaming

-0.5

velocitydependson orbitalvelocitysquared,or flowenergy,sinceOo0:• 2U•m•.This mechanism
predictsripplemigrationonlyin the directionof wavepropagation,
contraryto what was observedin interval I.
Traykovskiet al. [1999]have reportedobservations
of two-dimensionalmeter wavelengthorbital rippleson
the openshelfin 12 m water depthand foundthat rip-

0.5[-•

0

4

8

12

16

ple displacement
correlatedwith the cumulativeintegralof u3, whichwasalwayspositive.Figure12 shows
the regression
of the ripplemigrationvelocitywith the
skewnessof the nearbed orbital velocity. The correla-
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tionwith u3 wasasgood,aswellaswith ua (bothhave
Figure 11. (a) Ripple lnigrationvelocity M,deterr2 • 0.8). Thisis not entirelysurprising
as u3 and
mined from the pencilbeamsonar (solid circles) and ua are themselvescorrelated with r 2 > 0.9. The corlaser-video(opencircles)datasets,(b) nearbedorbital relationto higherodd pmversof u dropsoff, and the
velocityskewhess
St,, (c) meanvelocityL/, and (d) orbital velocity asymmetry A•,. All are averages over 8

correlation
to uluI is verylow (r 2• 0.1).

rain time series. Intervals I and II are shaded.

6. Wave Orbital
the pencilbeam sonar time series. Figure 11d showsthe
8 rain averagedmigration velocitiescalculated by this
method from both data sets along with nearbed orbital
velocity skewhessS•,, mean velocity/2, and asymmetry
A•. Intervals I and II are shaded. There were no migration velocity data for the period between 0700 and 1000
UT owing to the absenceof bedforms during fiatbed
conditions. Between 1000 and 1100 UT, migration of
bedforms was switching direction between onshoreand
offshore

over

the

8 rain

runs

with

net

rates

Velocity

Figure13 showsthe orbital velocitypowerspectral
densityduring the two intervals,calculatedfrom the

eight8 min CDP runsduringintervalI and from ten
runs during interval II. The CDP runs were low-pass
filtered and resampledat 9.6 Hz (decimatedto 4096

from 12000samples)to roughlymatchthe pencilbeam
X 10-3
/

close to

zero. These low migration rates are distinct from similarly small valuesat the beginning and end of the storm
when the Shields parameter was low and there was no
coherent migration of the irregular ripple field.
During interval I, ripple migration was offshore(negative). During interval II, ripple migration reversed

to the onshore(positive) direction. The maximum
observedoffshore migration rate was •0.012 cm/s
(0.7 cm/min), and the maximum onshorerate was

---5x 10-3 cm/s (0.3 cm/min).
Comparison of Figures 11a and lib showsthat the
orbital velocity skewnesswas negative while ripple migration was in the offshoredirectionand evolvedto positive as ripple migration direction reversed to onshore.

Spectra

/

........

V.. v./• ...

. O/•
/
e ...........
.

e/
-lO
ß

-0.4

-0.2

ßß
0
measured

r2=0.74
0.2

S

0.4

u

Figure 12. Transitionripple migrationvelocity
plotted against orbital velocity skewhessS• with a lin-

ear regression
(dashedline). Only migrationvelocities
for linear transition ripples are shown,with circles de-

notingthoseoccurringduringintervalI (both acoustic
In fact, the correlation
(r2) betweentransitionripple and laser-videomeasurements)
and trianglesdenoting
migration velocity and orbital velocity skewhessduring thoseoccurringduring interval II.
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Interval

Interval

I

II

a

•

2.5

o?j

,

SKEWNESS

the spectraremained quasi-stationary through the duration of interval II, whereas there was a progressive
strengtheningof the lowerfrequency(swell)peak during interval I. All eight runs from interval I are included
in the following analysis despite this apparent lack of
stationarity. This was necessaryin order to obtain the
number of degrees of freedom required for statistical
significanceof the bispectral results to be presentedin
Section 7. All the spectra from interval I show bimodality with similar peak frequencies,which will be demonstrated to be a feature of importance to the local dy-

3.5

i

AND VELOCITY

'...._..j

----/II\\//••
•'•
1.5

namics.

Ensemble-averagedspectra for the two intervals are
shownin Figure 14, with the peaksrelevantto following
//•
0.5
discussionindicated by arrows and labeled. The spectral density during interval I is bimodal in the incident
waveband,with peaksat 0.14 and 0.23 Hz (fI and f}).
0
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0
The interval II spectrum showsa single dominant peak
f(Hz)
f(Hz)
at 0.12 Hz (fII), with a small shoulderat 2fii. The
Figure 13. Power spectral densitiesof CDP mea- spectra indicate evolution of the wave forcing through
surednearbedorbital velocitiesduring(a) intervalI and the storm from locally generated short-period seasto
(b) intervalII. The spectrapairs(alternatingsolidand longer-period swell.
dashedlines) comefrom 8 rain CDP runs started 10
min apart, labeled with the start time of the first. A
vertical offsetproportionalto the time elapsedfrom the 7. Origin of the Orbital Velocity
first run in each interval has been applied.

Skewness

sample rate of 8 Hz for the skewhess calculations. For
spectral analysis the CDP recordswere then broken into

In time seriesof wavequantities(e.g., velocityor surfaceelevation),nonzeroskewhess
canarisethroughnon-

linear processes,so skewhessbecomesa measureof non512 sample segmentswith 75% overlap and windowed linearity. Bispectral analysisis a useful tool for examining time seriesfor weaklynonlinearinteractions[Elgar
with a Harming window.
can
During interval II the orbital velocity spectra were et al., 1995;Herbetsand Guza, 1994]. Bicoherence
be defined as
unimodal, whereas the spectra during interval I were

distinctly bimodal (Figure 13). It is also evident that

•(fl, f2) --

IB(fl,f2)l

(E[IC(fl)C(f2)I2]EEIC(fl+ f2)12])
1/2 '
(3)

,

,

,

whereB(fl, f2) - E[C'(fl)C'(f2)C*(fl + f2)] is the bispectrum, E[x] is the expectationvalue of x, and C(f)
is the complexFouriercoefficientat frequencyf [Elgar

1
i

'•' 0.8

Table

EO.6

2.

Bicoherence
•

0.4

Frequency Pairs Showing Significant
for Intervals

Peak fl (Hz)

f2 (Hz)
Interval

0.2

i
0.1

0

i
0.2

i
0.;3

0.4

f(Hz)

•ig.te

I and II

•.

1
2
3
4
5

•{B}

I

0.23 (f;)
0.09 (f•0.14 (fI)
Interval

Averaged power spectral

a•d •etw] ]] (dashed]J•e). The 9•% confidence
•s ate s•ow• w•h eac• curve(9• degrees
J•etv•] ] •d •8 for •n•etv•] •). The
labeledf• and f• for interval I and f• for interval II.

0.23 (f•)
0.14 (fI)
0.23 (f•)

fi

fI)

0.2]' +0.01
0.25 -0.06
0.17 +0.03

H

0.12 (flI)
0.12 (flI)
0.24 (2711) 0.12 (fli)

0.38 +0.1,5
0.22
0

Bicoherence is labeled /•, and the magnitude of the real

part of the bispectrumis labeled •{B}.
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and Guza, 1985a;Kzm and Powers,1979]. Further, a
propertyof the velocitybispectrumis that

•'[u(t)3]
-- Z •{B(fl,f2)},

(4)
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resolution,with two-point mergingin both frequency
dimensions,is 0.037 Hz. Areas of significantbicoherenceindicatefrequencypairs (f•, f2) that are involved
in either sum or differencetriad interactions(f•, f2,

f• + f2). The frequency
locationsof the significant
bi-

coherencepeaksare summarizedin Table 2, with refwhere•{ } denotes
the realpart andE[u(t)3] is the erenceto frequencieslabeled in Figure 14. Note that
third momentof the zeromeanu(t) time series,related the bicoherence
frequencyresolutionis lowerthan that
to skewhessS by
of the spectral densitiesso that the bicoherencepeak
locationsmay be offsetfrom the spectral densitypeaks.
Figure 15 alsoshowsthe real part of the bispectrum
•,[tt(t)213/2'
of the orbital velocity for the two intervals. Significant nonzero•{B} is limited to frequenciesbelow0.4
For the bicoherence normalization used here the 95%
Hz. The real part of the bispectrumis related to skewsignificancelevel for zero bicoherenceis given approx- hessby (4) and (5). The signof •{B} at a location
spaceindicatesthe sign of the
imatelyby (O/degrees
offreedom)
1/2[ElgarandGuza, in frequency-frequency
skewhessarising from the interaction involvingthose
1988].
The columnlabelled•{B} in Table 2 inFigure 15 showsthe orbital velocity bicoherencefor frequencies.
the two time intervals, up to 0.4 Hz. The lowestcontour dicatesthe value of •{B} at the frequenciesof the bilevel is at the 95% significancelevel. The frequency coherence peaks.

S-- •'[tt(t)3]

(5)

4

4

0,4
0.25

0.3
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: ../•:
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0.1
0.1
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Figure 15. (a and c) Nearbedorbital velocitybicoherenceand (b and d) the real part of the
bispectrumduring (a and b) intervalI and (c and d) intervalII. The lowestbicoherence
contour
is at the 95% confidencelimit, with 188 degreesof freedomin Figure 15a and 316 in Figure 15c,
with successive
contours0.05 apart. The dashedcontoursof R{B} are negativevaluesand solid
contoursare zero and positive, at intervals of 0.002 in Figure 15b and 0.005 in Figure 15d. The
gray scalesare indicated by the bars. The spectral peak frequenciesfor both intervals (seeFigure

14) are shownby the dotted lines.
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During storm growth the bimodal orbital velocity Table 3. Comparison of the Skewnessof CDP Measpectrum shows the development of a progressively sured Velocity and Velocity Calculated Using (6) at
more energetic lower frequency swell peak. The real Three Times During Interval I (h - 3.8 m) and the

part of the bispectrumfor interval I (Figure 15b) is
negativearound peak 2 (Table 2), while peak 1 is a

Ursell

positive self-self interaction peak of lesser magnitude.

Time

Peak 3 has positive]•{B} from a sum interactionbetweenfrequencies
f• and fI but has low bicoherence.
The large negative]•{B} peak leadsto an overallnegative integrated orbital velocity bispectrum(negative
skewhess).This peak resultsfrom a differenceinteraction betweenfrequencies
fI and f•, the peakfrequencies
of the bimodal intervalI orbital velocityspectrum' (fl,
f2, fl q- f2) : (fI, f• --fI, f•).
During storm decay the dominant peak in the unimodal velocity spectrum is the swell peak which had
increased in energy through interval I and evolved to a

Numbers.

•'meas

0545

-0.27

0615

Time

-0.11

-0.23

0645

'•'calc

-0.11

-0.14

0.05

is in UT.

second-order

Url

Urs1

UrD1

Ur2

Ur$2

UrD2

0.07

0.10

-0.24

0.02

0.08

-0.19

0.10

0.09

-0.22

0.02

0.10

-0.25

0.17

0.13

-0.24

0.03

0.20

-0.37

The Ursell numbers

terms

to the first

order

Ur are the ratios of the
term

for the two wave

slightlylowerfrequency,0.12 Hz (fII)(see Figure 13b). trains at frequencies
f•, i - 1, and f}, i - 2 (Uri - Bi/.Ai,
The real part of the bispectrum and the bicoherence
both show strong positive self-self interaction peaks as-

Ur xi -- •c.•21/Ai,and Ur Di -- •/)21/Ai).

sociatedwith the swell(peak4, Table 2) but no ]•{B}
peak at the frequenciesof the smaller harmonic bicoher-

encepeak, peak 5. The small negativepeak in ]•{B} at the skewness of the surface elevation-derived orbital ve(fl, f2) = (fII, 0.02 Hz) has low bicoherence.The or- locity and of the measuredorbital velocity. Though
bital velocity skewhessin interval II is dominated by the
there is a bias toward higher skewnessof the comlarge positive self-self interaction at the swell frequency puted velocity,the points are scatteredcloseto the 1'1
peak of the orbital velocity spectrum.

line. This indicates

that the nonlinear

contributions

to

the vertical transformation of the wave orbital velocity

8. Comparison With Theory
As a first comparison with theory, nearbed orbital velocity was calculated from surface elevation time series
measured by the pencilbeam sonar. Frequency components of the surface elevation spectra were depth attenuated using linear theory and the full dispersionrelation;
then the velocity was reconstructed by inverse Fourier
transform. Figure 16 shows the comparison between

are smallin this case[Guzaand Thornton,1980]. The
skewncss of the surface

elevation

itself

is also shown

and is alwayslarger (and positive), as expected: the
high-frequencycomponentsof the surfaceelevationare
filteredout by depth attenuation,leadingto lower (and
sometimesnegative)skewness
of the calculatedorbital
velocity.

A further comparisonwasmade betweenthe skewness
of the measured velocity and that of a two-frequency
second-orderorbital velocity calculated from surfaceelevation parameters. A representationof orbital velocity

includingsecond-ordersum and differenceinteractions
for two monochromatic

colinear

wave trains

has been

given,amongothers,by Bidsel[1952]basedon the work
of Miche [1944],as
2

- y]{A cos + cos
i:1

r2: 0.62
-0.5
-0.5

0.5

computed Su

Figure 16. Comparisonof measuredvelocity skew-

q-S21COS[(032
q-031)t]q-•])21COS[(032
-- 031)t],

(6)

where .4i and/3i are the first- and second-order Stokes
coefficients and •21 and T)21 are the second-order sum
and difference

interaction

coefiqcients.

The coefiqcients

hesswith that of velocity calculated from surfaceeleva- depend on the water depth and height above bottom
tion for both intervals(circles). Comparisonwith the and the surface elevation amplitudes, wavenumberski,
skewhess
of velocitycalculatedfrom (6), at three times
during interval I are also shown(stars). The triangles and frequencies03iof the two wave trains, which have
indicate the skewhess of the measured surface elevation

been determined

here from the measured

surface ele-

$½.The dashedline is a leastsquares
linearregressionvation spectra. The resulting orbital velocity, through
to the circles(linearvelocitycalculation
comparison). second-order wave-wave interaction, can have positive
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1960]. The largest value, UrD2 --• 0.4, coincideswith
the poorest comparison between calculated and mea-

0.5

I\ \
I
I
I
I
I

•.0.4

•0.3

suredvelocityskewness(in the sensethat the predicted
signis incorrect). During interval II the Ursell number
is similarlylarge (the ensemble-averaged
Ur = 0.33).
In these cases,the second-order terms are larger than

I
I
I
I
I

mere perturbations and outside the range of validity of
this approach.

Q

a.. 0.2
0.1

9. Additional

0
0

011

0.2

0.3

0.4

f(Hz)

Considerations

The effectsof nonnormal wave incidenceand, potentially of more relevance to wave interaction, directional

spreadin the incomingwave forcing [Elgar and Guza,
Figure 17. Ensemble-averagedpower spectraldensi- 1985b; Herbets and Guza, 1994] have not been conties of surface elevation measured using the upwardlookingpencilbeamsonarduringintervalI (solidline) sidered in this analysis. Figure 6 clearly shows that
andintervalII (dashedline). The 95%confidence
limits the ripple crests were aligned •15 ø from the y axis of
the measurements,in a direction roughly parallel to the
are shown with each spectrum.
large-scaleshorelineof the head of the bay. This means
that the measurementsof ripple wavelength and mior negativeskewness
depending
onthe balancebetween gration velocity, shown in Figures 8 and 11, are •3%
positivesecondharmonicBi and sum interaction$21 larger than the actual crest-normal values. This is a

contributionsand the negativedifferenceinteraction sufficiently small differencethat correction has not been
•21 contribution. This two-frequencyform for u can made. If it is supposed that the ripple crests were oribe shownto be equivalentto the moregeneralspectral ented normal to the dominant wave incidencedirection,

representation
givenby Hasselman
et al. [1963]for the then in this case, the measured horizontal orbital veloc-

caseof two colinearmonochromatic
wavetrains [Craw- ity componentwould be correspondinglysmaller by 4%
than in a ripple crest-oriented coordinate system. The
ford, 2000].
effect
of an unresolved orthogonal velocity component
The ensemble-averaged
surfaceelevationpowerspechas not been assessed;however, multiplication by a conFigure17, calculatedfrom pencilbeam
sonartime se- s•ant factor does not affect the skewnessof u. Despite
ries. During interval I, CDP velocitymeasurements
co- these potential complications the one-dimensional apincided on three occasionswith pencilbeamsurfaceele- proach which has been taken here appears to provide a
vation measurements.Taking the frequenciesand am- reasonableexplanation of the observations.

tral densities for the two time intervals are shown in

plitudesof thetwointeracting
wavesfromthe twopeaks
of the surfaceelevationspectraat each of these times,
10. Conclusions
nearbedvelocitywascalculatedusing(6). The skewnessof the three resultingvelocitiesare shownin FigField observationsof linear transition ripples (lowure 16. As with the linear theory comparison,the cal- relief, long-crested,artorbitalbedforms)obtainedusing
culated velocity skewnesshas a tendency toward more the laser-video systemare part of a comprehensivedata
positive values than the observations,though is quite set which also includes high-quality nearbed velocity
favorable in general. A similar calculation including and scanning sonar bedform measurements. The tranthe self-selfinteraction seenduring interval II strongly sition ripples existed in energetic flow conditions, just
This set of observations
overestimatesthe observed positive velocity skewness. below the fiatbed threshold.
The ensemble-averageof the skewnessof the measured provides valuable insight into sediment transport provelocity during interval II was 0.12, while the ensemble- cessesin the shoaling region under these wave energy
averaged calculated value was 0.60. Overprediction of conditions.
the positive contributions to velocity skewnessby this
The high spatial resolution of the laser-video systype of calculation has also been noted by Herbets and tem allowed detailed observation of ripple shape. The
Burton [1997]in comparisonto Boussinesq
theory.
mean transition ripple wavelengthwas 8.5 -4-0.5 cm and
For validity of the second-order perturbation repre- height was 0.3 -4- 0.1 cm. During offshoremigration
sentation of velocity the ratios of the second-order coef- the ripple profiles were slightly positively skewedand
ficients 13i, 821, and •/)21tO the first-order coefficient Ai pitched forward in the direction of migration. In terms
(the Ursellnumbers)must be small. Theseare listedin of the ripple wavelength-orbital diameter based classi-

Table3 for the pairsof wavesat frequencies
fI and f• (i
= 1 and 2) at eachof the three times during interval I.
The larger values of UrD show amplification of the dif-

fication proposedby Clifton and Dingler [1984], these
observationsindicate that the anorbital ripple classextends farther into a smaller orbital diameter range than

ferencefrequencyresponsein shallowwater [Phillips, suggested
by the schematicdiagram(Figure 10).
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X 10-3

The ripple migration rate was well correlated with the
skewnessand third moment of the wave orbital velocity

a

(v2 > 0.7). Both onshoreand offshore
ripplemigra-

0

tion were observed,with averagerates of-0.4 cm/min
offshoreand 0.2 cm/min onshore. The averageorbital
velocityskewness
was-0.17 (0.16) duringoffshore(onshore) ripple migration, and skewnessand migration

ß It/ / 'O'
ß

-10

Oß

velocity were correlated for both cross-shoredirections.

ß

?: 0.73

).03

a
a)
total ) ([m/s]

A weakoffshoremeanflow velocity(-3 cm/s average)

X 10-3

resulted in a small negative offset in ripple migration
velocity. As far as the authors are aware, these observations provide the first evidence of both onshore and
offshoreskewhess-relatedripple migration.
During storm growth the wave power spectral density
was bimodal, and the bispectrum indicated a difference
interaction between the sea and swell frequency waves,
producing negative orbital velocity skewness. In contrast, during storm decay the orbital velocity had a single swell frequency spectral peak, and the bispectrum
showed positive skewnessarising through self-self interaction of the residual swell. The average negative
orbital velocity skewnesspredicted by a finite depth
second-order wave interaction theory basedon the two-

ß

vV

b

.

0

iOt/ ß

I:

ø

-10
ß

r2: 0.75

/

-10

s ) ([m/s]5)
total
x10-3
X 10-3

0

frequencyequationsof Bidsel[1952]was-0.10, roughly

-10

r2 = 0.75

consistentwith the observations. A more complete wave
-i
-o:s
6
description is required to model the observed positive
( U3
3
total )/U
rms
velocity skewness,which was overpredicted at 0.6. The
range of validity of the second-order theory was ex- Figure A2. Regressionsof ripple migration velocity
ceeded in this case, as indicated by Ursell numbers and severalodd powertotal velocityquantities:(a) to> 0.3. Work is underway on comparison with the more tal velocitycubed,(b) total velocityto the fifth power,

general Hasselmane! al. [1963] second-ordertheory and (c) total velocitycubed,normalizedby Urmscubed.
which uses the full velocity spectrum.
These observations

of the small-scale

directional

re-

Measurementsduring interval I are shownby circlesand
those during interval II are shown by triangles.

sponseof the seabedduring a single storm event on an
unbarred pocketbeachhaveimplicationsfor larger scale
beach morphologychange. In a typical beachstorm cy- cle, sedimentis removedfrom the beachduring the ini-

•

tial stagesof a stormand replacedduringthe calmconditionsthat follow[Komav,1998,chap.7]. The results
presentedhereindicatethat as the storm grewin intensity, locallygeneratedwind wavesinteractedwith swell
to producenegativevelocityskewness
throughsea-swell
differenceinteractions,driving ripples offshore.In contrast, during storm decay the unimodal residualswell
led to positiveskewness
throughsum interactions,driv-

..................

o

4

ing ripplesonshore.This waveforcingpattern(seaand
swell during storm growth, followedby residualswell
after the storm) may be characteristicof many storm
events. The ripple migration measurementspresented

• •.•=

."'-"-•'••
. •..•:.•....•.•...•
.......

• -0.02

here are consistent with offshore-onshore transport of
0

2

4

6
8
10
12
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Figure A1. The contributionof the mean velocityN

tO •total•
3
the term 3Nu 2' The time series of this term is

sand during a beachcycle. Thus these resultssupport
nonlinear wave-wave interactions, mediated by wave or-

bital velocityskewness,
as a mechanismfor cyclicbeach
adjustment during storms.

shown
in FigureAla normalized
by {u2)3/2 (linewith Appendix A' Mean Velocity

circles)for comparison
with
(linewith crosses)
•nd Contributions
in FigureAlb 3Nu2 (line with circles)is compared
to
•3 (linewith crosses).
The time periodsintervals
I and
The preceding analysis centered on the nearbed veII are shaded gray.

locity measured by the CDP, which was demeaned to
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determine the orbital velocity, that part of the total
nearbed velocity due to the waves directly. If the total velocity, t/totaI z •4/-•- U, is considered, the effect of
the mean velocity // on quantities based on the time
averageof velocity cubed can be assessedby examining

AND VELOCITY

SKEWNESS
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mean nearbed velocityß
total nearbed velocity.

t/total

bicoherence.

breaking wave height coefficient.
ripple wavelength.
ripple height.
02.5 grain roughnessShields parameter.
radian frequency.
7

the crossterm 31lu2. FigureA1 illustratesthis quan-

tity compared
withu3, andalsonormalized
by !u21
•/2
compared with the skewhessof u.
The sense of the mean velocity cross term contribu-

sea surface

elevation.

tionto U•ota
I duringbothintervals
I andII is negative,
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